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the most widely used financial planning software is probably wealthstation, although emoney advisor is
quickly closing in on the top spot. one of the critical advantages of wealthstation is that it is a

comprehensive suite of financial planning software, including several add-ons for advisors to extend and
customize the software, as well as a comprehensive suite of financial planning tools, including portfolio

management, equity valuation, financial reporting, and a full suite of financial planning forms for
advisors to use with clients. wealthstation is a bit more expensive than the two companies that follow, as

it is priced at $5,668/year for the full product and $1,944/year for the client portal. but the wealth of
functionality and customization that comes with the premium price tag makes it the best choice if you
want to be able to do everything in one place. mgp starts at $3,888/year for the full product. the full

suite of financial planning tools is available for $2,592/year. discounts are available for financial advisors
who buy more than one of the add-ons. in addition to the basic wealthstation suite, mgp includes: the
software includes in its core many features that have only been recent incremental add-ons to other

tools, including a client portal with account aggregation to automate updates (and allow clients to enter
their own data), an easy-to-navigate modern interface, and tools built to be used collaboratively with

clients live in a meeting. more recently, the company also launched advizr express, a self-directed
retirement planning tool that prospects can use via an advisors website as a pre-engagement tool to get

them interested in a full financial planning engagement.
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thanks for your words of
encouragement! i can tell
you from experience that
the oven is a fickle and

unpredictable friend. so far,
i have made several

attempts and nary a roast to
be had. my theory is that
the oven is running the u

cycle. which keeps the oven
at cooking temp rather than
the way any normal oven is
set up. id love it if the oven
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would take notice of the
roast i put on. but, my

experiment so far suggests
that that will not be the

case. so, for now, i am going
to bake like normal with a
couple of oven tunings in
mind as well as a simmer

setting to emulate a special
roast in the oven. i am just
sorry i cant tell you when

this will be in the stores. id
love to be able to mail you a

rib roast when it is ready.
but, im guessing that wont
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be too soon. i want to give
you a great big thank you
for your effort in putting

together this tutorial! i know
without you, there would be

no more of my exploring
coming. your obviously true
passion for aquatics shows

in the depth of your
experiences. it inspires me
every time i visit your site. i
am more than happy to do

research for you. i am
searching for any recipe you

are willing to provide me
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with. i will search the net
high and low and share the
article if i locate any useful
ones that might be perfect

for your needs. linda, thanks
for the reply. i do want to try

it out. when i went to the
link you provided to the

video, it gave me an error
message. it said to

download the video to your
computer. i did and when i
came back to your site, it
said, i could not get the

video file. i can only get the
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video through a link. which i
have been trying for a long

time to do. the longest i
have been able to access
the video is for about 15

seconds. i am not sure how
to access your site to
download your video.
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